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This paper proposes an integrated mobility scheme that combines the procedures of fast handover for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) and
session initiation protocol (SIP) mobility for realtime communications. This integrated approach is based on the context of the
applications utilized. Furthermore, to reduce system redundancies and signaling loads, several functionalities of FMIPv6 and SIP
have been integrated to optimize the integrated mobility scheme. The proposed scheme aims at reducing the handover latency and
packet loss for an ongoing realtime traffic. Using ns-2 simulation, we analyze the performance of the proposed integrated scheme
and compare it with the existing protocols for a VoIP and for a video stream traffic. This mobility architecture achieves lower
handover delay and less packet loss than using either FMIPv6 or SIP and hence presents a powerful handover mobility scheme for
next generation IP-based wireless systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The next-generation wireless systems are envisioned to have
an IP-based infrastructure platform to support the hetero-
geneity of the access technologies. Currently, various wire-
less technologies and networks provide different services to
mobile users based on their requirements.

Mobility management is required to enable seamless
roaming among the heterogeneous networks and to min-
imize service disruptions in the realtime applications dur-
ing handover. In a heterogeneous environment, mobility-
enabled protocols are considered to achieve global roaming
among the various access technologies. Currently, the two
leading approaches to support mobility of services in the
IP core network are Mobile IP (MIP), which supports mo-
bility across the network layer, and session initiation pro-
tocol (SIP), which supports mobility through the applica-
tion layer. Yet both protocols suffer from different types of
drawbacks that impact on the media flow during the han-
dover mechanism. Fast handovers for Mobile IPv6 protocol
is one of the proposed enhancements of Mobile IP within
the IETF Mobile IP working group. Its performance is based
on the capability of supporting two types of handover: re-
active and proactive handover mechanisms. The proactive

mechanism aims to reduce service degradation that a mo-
bile device could suffer due to a change in its point of at-
tachment. SIP is an application layer protocol, which allows
the provisioning of services in IP-based networks. There-
fore, there is a need to seamlessly interwork fast Mobile IP
and SIP to support mobility transparency to realtime ser-
vices.

This paper proposes an integrated mobility scheme that
combines procedures of fast handover for Mobile IPv6 and
SIP mobility for realtime communications. An analysis of the
protocols is presented to support terminal mobility. Further-
more, to reduce the system redundancies and signaling load,
several functionalities of fast Mobile IP and SIP have been in-
tegrated to optimize the mobility architecture. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys the related
background work on IP mobility protocols. The proposed
mobility design is outlined in Section 3. Section 4 describes
the simulation results generated from ns-2. Finally, Section 5
summarizes and concludes the paper.

2. IP MOBILITY

This section describes the previous work related to fast Mo-
bile IPv6 and SIP.
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2.1. Fast handover forMobile IPv6

Fast handovers for Mobile IP protocol proposed by the Mo-
bile IP working group of the IETF [1] specify the enhance-
ments to Mobile IPv6 that enable a mobile node (MN) to
connect to a new point of attachment more rapidly. The pro-
tocol aims to reduce service degradation by minimizing the
time during which an MN is unable to send or receive IP
packets. With the emergence of realtime traffic, it is neces-
sary to ensure IP connectivity and rapid handovers to avoid
unnecessary latencies. In the proactive mechanism, the mo-
bile node acquires information about its new access router
prior to moving to it. When the mobile node is detected by
the new access router, a new link is already established to send
and receive data packets.

2.2. Predictive handover—FMIPv6

A predictive-determined handover is when the MN is re-
sponsible for defining and initiating the handover prior to
the handover as illustrated in Figure 1.

To initiate the fast handover mechanism, the MN sends
an RtSolPr message to the previous access router (PAR) to
indicate that a handover is required to move to its next point
of attachment. The RtSolPr message contains the link layer
address or the identifier of its new point of attachment. The
PAR will reply with a PrRtAdv message which informs the
MN of the new care-of address (CoA) that will be used to de-
liver the packets together with the IP address and link layer
address of the new access router (NAR). In addition to the
above message, the PAR sends a HI message to the NAR with
both the new configured CoA and the old CoA that was used
at the PAR. The NAR checks whether the newly formulated
CoA is a valid address to ensure that it has no duplicate. If the
new CoA is valid, the NAR adds it to the neighboring cache
entry and responds with a HAck message. The MN sends a
fast binding update (FBU) to the PAR to confirm that the
handover is to take place. On receipt of the FBU and of the
HAck message, the PAR can initiate the forwarding of the
packets destined to the MN’s old CoA to either the newly as-
signed CoA or the NAR. The MN does not use the newly
assigned CoA until the fast binding acknowledgement (F-
BACK) message is sent through a temporary tunnel. As soon
as the MN gains connectivity with the NAR, a fast neighbor
advertisement (FNA) message will be sent. This message is to
trigger the forwarding of the packets for the MN, assuming
that the NAR is aware of the MN or else packets are likely
to be dropped. The FNA message contains the old and new
CoAs as well as the link layer address. The NAR will check the
link layer address to check if there is a mapping in the neigh-
bor cache. The exchange of information between the routers
is to facilitate the forwarding of packets and to minimize the
latency perceived by the MN during handover.

2.3. Session initiation protocol

SIP is a protocol developed in the IETF by the multiparty
multimedia session control (MMUSIC) for establishing mul-
timedia session. SIP is a text-based protocol whose main en-

tities are user agents, proxy servers, redirect servers, and reg-
istrars [2]. Call address is defined, for example, by user@host
where “user” is the user name and “host” is a domain name.
As discussed in [3], SIP supports terminal mobility to estab-
lish connection when a mobile node has already moved to a
different location or during the middle of a session [4]. Mid-
call mobility, as shown in Figure 2, is when a mobile node
moves during an ongoing session. The terminal will detect
a network address change (this is achieved through a DHCP
server or a variant of it) and will send a new INVITE mes-
sage (Re-INVITE) with updated session description proto-
col (SDP) to the correspondent node without going through
intermediate SIP proxies. The INVITE request will inform
the remote user of the change in the session parameters with
the new IP address to forward the packets correctly. The sig-
nificant drawbacks on the SIP-based mobility mechanism
are the disruptions caused during call setup and the ab-
sence of mobility management support for long-term TCP
connections.

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

To provide a complete mobility management framework
for realtime applications, it is necessary to combine both
network layer protocol FMIPv6 and application layer proto-
col SIP, in a way to complement each protocol feature based
on their kind of application. This section focuses on merging
the traditional protocol schemes to form an integrated pro-
tocol scheme to support the handover procedures in over-
lapping networks. We outline the steps involved in providing
mobility support in the proposed scheme.

3.1. IP-based handover

The architectural design of the proposed mobility framework
aims to provide IP-based handoff management from network
layer fast Mobile IP and SIP at the application layer. In that
way, it will allow intrinsic connections between low-level and
high-level mobility.

The aim of fast handovers for Mobile IPv6 protocol spec-
ification is to enable the mobile node to configure a new care-
of address before it moves to a new access router. In that way,
the new care-of address will allow immediate connection to
the new access router, with minimal interruption to the pack-
ets flow between the routers. The mobile node will acquire a
care-of address in a way that a duplicate or invalid packet ad-
dress is not picked.

3.2. Address configuration

After completing the layer 2 handover, address configuration
may either follow stateful, that is, through DHCP or stateless
address reconfiguration procedures [5]. In any case, duplica-
tion address detection (DAD) is needed to verify the unique-
ness of the address, and this process brings additional delays
to the whole handover procedure [6].
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3.3. Registrationwithin home agent and SIP registrar

The purpose of the registration in Mobile IP is to inform
the mobile node’s home agent to register its new care-of ad-
dress through a binding update (BU) message. In this way,
it can also inform the corresponding node (CN) about the
new care-of address to appropriately forward/send the pack-
ets destined to the mobile node. In the case of TCP or non-
SIP applications, the connections can be maintained without
a disruption.

An extension of the home agent specification is proposed
in the design model in order to colocate the mechanism of
the SIP registrar. For the purpose of this research, it is nec-
essary that during an SIP re-establishment session, the cor-
respondent node is informed of the MN’s new IP address so
that it can communicate directly to the MN. In order to do
so, a binding mechanism between the temporary IP address
of the MN and the user level identifier is required to update
the current location of the MN. Once the current location is
updated, the SIP proxy and SIP redirect server database can
be updated. The domain name system (DNS) records and

helps in finding SIP proxies responsible for routing the SIP
messages to the destination domain.

The home agent (HA) will update the IP address and the
user SIP ID to inform the CN of the current location. In the
case of a TCP packet being sent through, the home agent will
update the CoA and, through route optimization, register to
the correspondent node. However, if it is a realtime appli-
cation transfer, the home agent will update the SIP registrar
server with the new location of the mobile node. Upon com-
pletion of the handover mechanism using this approach, the
HA does not tunnel data for the MN as packets are delivered
directly through an RTP connection setup from the CN to
the MN.

3.4. SIP session re-establishment

After acquiring a new IP address before handover, the mobile
node, as an SIP user client, initiates the handover procedure
by sending a Re-INVITE message to the correspondent node.
The SIP Re-INVITE message initiates the registration within
the SIP registrar at the home network of the mobile node and
carries the updated SDP parameters to the CN. As a result,
call parameters are renegotiated on an end-to-end basis with
the SIP proxy server and SIP redirect server as an intermedi-
ate to support soft handover. In this scheme, end-to-end ne-
gotiation protocol [7] is implemented within the SIP proxy
together with SDPng (SDP extensions) for quality of service
coordination. Adaptation will be translated when a change in
quality of service (QoS) occurs. The session re-establishment
allows the CN to redirect all its ongoing media streams and
signaling sessions directly to the MN’s current IP address as
it attaches to the new point of attachment. The Re-INVITE
message, similar to the INVITE message configuration, con-
tains the new IP address and the updated contact field where
the MN will receive SIP messages in future. If the correspon-
dent node responds with an SIP OK message, agreeing to IN-
VITE response, the MN will in turn respond with an ACK to
complete the SIP messaging before data transfer. For realtime
applications, it is necessary to decrease delays and packet
loss as much as possible, and the integrated scheme aims at
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Figure 4: The simulation model.

avoiding triangular routing and any kind of encapsulation
mechanism during the ongoing calls.

The proposed architecture has both FMIPv6 and SIP mo-
bility procedures simultaneously to provide an integrated
handover mobility scheme as explained in the message flow
(see Figure 3). The design, as discussed above, aims at reduc-
ing the signaling loads by integrating the redundant messages
from both protocols for complete message registration for
ongoing calls. The transfer of the media flow is accomplished
through SIP procedures.

4. SIMULATION TOPOLOGY AND PARAMETERS

In this section, the simulation setup is presented to inves-
tigate packet loss, handover latency, and signaling latencies.

The simulations are run using ns-2 version 2.27 [8]. The ns-2
evaluation framework is modified to support the fast Mobile
handovers [9] and SIP signaling messages based on the NIST
SIP module [10]. Realtime traffic, that is, a VoIP application
and streaming of video packets, is characterized to illustrate
and compare the performance of the proposed architecture
to the existing schemes.

4.1. Simulationmodel

All the simulations are performed using the network topol-
ogy as shown in the network simulation topology (see
Figure 4).

The following simulation environment consists of a cor-
respondent node (CN), streaming realtime traffic (i.e., VoIP
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and video packets) with RTP over UDP setup to a mobile
node (MN), home agent (HA) with a colocated registrar and
SIP redirect servers. In the case of a small-scale simulation
environment, it is not necessary to include a DNS. The SIP
redirect server is connected to the CN with a given URL
(deeya.crg.za) and the SIP redirect server is connected to the
MN with a given URL (lou.yahoo.uk).

The CN is a constant bitrate (CBR) source, transmitting
packets in an RTP over UDP medium. The MN acts as a sink,
by receiving the packets from the CN at a constant inter-
arrival rate.

A one-way VoIP connection can be modeled by a stream
of packets with a fixed packet size and transmission rate. The
CN produces packets with a fixed length of 200 bytes made
up of a payload of 160 bytes and headers (RTP + UDP + IP)
of 40 bytes. A typical PCM voice-coding scheme G.711 is em-
ulated with a packet data rate of 64 kbps corresponding to
20-millisecond frames. The bandwidth and link delay be-
tween the two intermediate wired nodes (N1, N2) and the
access routers (PAR, NAR) are configured to 10 Mbps and
10 milliseconds, respectively. Between the access routers and
the mobile node, these parameters are set to 10 Mbps and
2 milliseconds. From the wired nodes to HA and to CN, the
bandwidths are both set to 100 Mbps whereas the link delays
are, respectively, set to 10 milliseconds and 30 milliseconds
as shown in the simulation model. The movement model
for the simulation scenario allows the MN to move linearly
between the two access networks. The MN starts to move

towards the NAR from PAR at 10 seconds from simulation
time, at a speed of 5 m/s.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of the performance of the proposed integrated
scheme are presented and compared to the existing protocols’
architectures: FMIP and SIP. The main motivation for the
optimization of the proposed scheme is to reduce the delays
incurred by the existing protocols during handover.

Figure 5 illustrates the handover signaling disruption
timeline of the protocols discussed in the experimental setup.
The handover disruption times in FMIPv6 and in the in-
tegrated scheme depend largely on the availability of the
handover-related information from lower layers to the IP
layer. In pure SIP setup, the disruption time is higher be-
cause it has no mechanism to indicate the eminent handover.
The handover disruption time for FMIP and the integrated
mobility framework does not differ much because both use
the same handover detection mechanism to indicate eminent
handover. The timeline only shows important messages ex-
changed between the MN and the AR, HA, and SIP agents.

5.1. Handover latency and packet loss

In terms of packet loss as shown in Table 1, the integrated
model shows a 37% decrease in packet loss compared to the
FMIPv6 predictive mechanism. The integrated model shows
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Table 1: Comparisons of different protocols schemes.

FMIPv6 SIP (terminal Integrated

(predictive mobility mobility model

mechanism) mechanism) FMIPv6 + SIP

Packet loss 16 13 6

Average
100.96 — 110.75handover

latency (ms)

Average
63.92 58.54 61.98throughput

(kBytes/s)

an improved performance because SIP takes over the re-
establishment of media flow after FMIP movement detection
mechanism. The significant high packet loss in FMIPv6 as
compared to the integrated scheme could be attributed to the
time ambiguity problem [11] in FMIP implementation in ns-
2. FMIPv6 mechanism performs IP care-of address configu-
ration and prepares for the tunneling before the handover
between the two ARs. During that time, the MN cannot re-
ceive any packets from the new router before the layer 2 han-
dover takes place. The integrated model experiences a higher
handover latency than FMIP, even though it uses the same
prediction mechanism as FMIP, because it uses SIP immedi-
ately after layer 2 handover to re-establish data flow which
takes longer to converge. Although the integrated scheme
had higher handover latency, it experienced a 37% decrease
in packet loss. This disparity can only be attributed to the im-
plementation of FMIP in the simulation. A much-refined im-
plementation would have resulted in lower packet loss than
the integrated scheme. In terms of average throughput, the
protocol mechanisms achieve approximately the same system
performance after handover.

5.2. Handover signaling latency

Each data point on all graphs shown below corresponds to an
average of 20 independent handover simulation events. The
handover-associated signaling latency is measured against
the distance traveled by the MN with reference to the CN.
The graph does not include the delay incurred during DAD
execution. Figure 6 illustrates the signaling delay comparison
of the proposed integrated scheme to SIP.

The integrated scheme (FMIP+SIP) shows a marked im-
provement in performance in terms of handover signaling la-
tency compared to SIP. The integrated scheme shows a 42%
reduction in handover delay over SIP. This improvement is
attributed to the FMIP handover detection mechanism. In
the integrated scheme, FMIP is used for movement detection
and SIP is used to re-establish the session between the MN
and the CN. The CoA is configured before L2 handover en-
abling the MN to send an SIP Re-INVITE message to the CN
immediately after L2 handover is complete. In comparison,
the SIP scheme has to wait until L2 handover is complete be-
fore it can get the CoA from the DHCP server and then send
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an SIP Re-INVITE message to the CN. The handover sig-
naling in the integrated schemes converges faster than in the
SIP scheme owing to the absence of movement detection in
the latter. Therefore, the 42% performance improvement in
handover delay is attributed to FMIP as shown on Figure 5.
All the signalings after L2 handover are SIP signaling mes-
sages to re-establish media flow and all signaling before L2
handover are FMIP-related message for movement detection.
The 42% handover delay improvement also accounts for the
low packet loss the MN experiences during handover as com-
pared to SIP (see Table 1). The main signaling messages ex-4
changed between theMNand CNare as labeled in Figure 3.

FMIPv6 simulation model characterizes VoIP application
at a constant bitrate (CBR) with UDP and the integrated
scheme supports realtime communication with RTP over
UDP. At 8.6 seconds, movement detection mechanism in
FMIP is triggered resulting in the MN sending the router
solicitation message (RtSolPr). This initiates the FMIP as-
sociated signaling to prepare for eminent L2 handover. The
MN is then assigned the CoA before L2 handover. In the
FMIP scheme, the MN continues with registration with the
HA and the CN by sending BUs, whereas in the integrated
scheme, the MN waits for L2 handover to complete before
re-establishing the media flow through SIP. From Figure 7,
there is a marginal difference in performance in terms of
handover signaling delay because both schemes use the same
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movement detection mechanism. FMIP scheme converges
faster than the integrated scheme, which has to go through
SIP signaling to re-establish media flow. Therefore, FMIP re-
establishes packet flow faster than in the integrated scheme
even though we cannot account for the high number of
packet loss in FMIP.

Figure 8 combines results from Figures 6 and 7. The pro-
posed integrated mobility model shows an overall reduction
in handover signaling latency compared to pure SIP schemes
for any type realtime traffic investigated.

5.3. Movement speed

This section investigates the influence of movement speed of
the MN on handover disruption time. The MN’s speed is var-
ied from 2 m/s up to 30 m/s. From Figure 9, both FMIP and
the proposed integrated scheme (FMIP+SIP) are severely af-
fected by the increase in speed although the proposed scheme
shows marginal improvement in performance. The result can
be attributed to the fact that both schemes employ the same
handoff detection mechanism to well detect the new access
router in advance of the actual handover.

With increasing movement speed of the MN, the detec-
tion time is reduced and thus preparation for the anticipated
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handover process cannot be completed in time of the hand-
off. Though the disruption time is a function of the hand-
off detection mechanism used, handoff preparation time is
protocol-dependent and remains constant as long as the
same protocol is used, which in this case is FMIP. This depen-
dence explains the marginal difference in performance of the
two schemes. Movement speed also affects packet loss due to
handoff. The increase in MN’s speed increases the possibil-
ity of packets being forwarded to the outdated path and thus
increasing the probability of packet loss.

5.4. WLAN range

Figure 10 shows the effect of the different WLAN ranges be-
tween the PAR and the NAR on the handover disruption
time.

Figure 10 shows that range of access points (APs) have
only a little effect on the average handoff delay. The handoff
only takes place in the overlap region between the two APs.
Since the handoff detection mechanism employed in FMIP
uses signal strength from the beacons received from APs in
the vicinity of the MN, the effect of range between the two
APs has minimal effect. This is because the MN node will
only initiate handover if, and when, the beacon it receives
from another AP other than the current one is stronger.
This takes place in the overlap region and thus it is the ex-
tent of the overlap that affects the handover rather than the
range of APs. From a micromobility perspective, the inte-
grated scheme and FMIPv6 relatively suffer from the same
average handover delay as the WLAN AP range changes. The
figure shows that range has marginal effect on handover la-
tency in both schemes and therefore, no significant change
in handover latency was observed. On a small-scale network,
WLAN configurations do not affect the overall latency de-
lay for the protocol schemes. From the simulation results,
the performance of realtime applications was not adversely
affected in the integrated scheme as compared to pure SIP
scheme due to shorter disruption time and lower packet loss.
The integrated scheme offered smooth handover resulting in
lower packet loss with minimal effect on the VoIP applica-
tion.
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6. CONCLUSION

An integrated fast Mobile IPv6 and SIP handover manage-
ment mobility architecture is proposed that exploits both the
complementary capabilities of each protocol and aims at re-
ducing their functionality redundancies. The basic idea in the
mobility framework is to support various mobility scenarios
by making use of FMIPv6 and SIP procedures in a jointly op-
timized way to improve performance.

From the simulation results, the proposed mobility archi-
tecture can offer powerful mobility support in terms of seam-
less handover to mobile devices for IP-based next-generation
networks. The basic idea of the mobility framework has been
to jointly optimize the capabilities of the network layer pro-
tocol FMIPv6 and the application layer protocol SIP. Thus,
the architecture offers flexibility to be adapted in future net-
work developments to support realtime applications effec-
tively under the “always best connected concept.”
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